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S C D F  S C H O L A R S H I P

The Singapore public has deep confidence in the ability 
of the Singapore Civil Defence Force (SCDF) to effectively 
respond to emergencies when they arise. Achieving this 
level of public trust is by no means a given. Generations of 
officers have been working tirelessly to fulfil the mission 
of SCDF in protecting and saving lives and property. In 
addition to delivering swift and professional responses to 
fire and medical emergencies, SCDF as an organisation 
is continually transforming to meet the challenges of 
tomorrow.
 
As such, beyond a frontline experience, a career with 
SCDF also presents one with exciting challenges that are 
intellectually stimulating and the opportunity to learn and 
develop invaluable skillsets. Leveraging on cutting-edge 
innovations and emerging technologies, SCDF officers are 
transforming the Force to improve operational capabilities 
and pushing the boundaries to bring the standard of fire 
safety protection in buildings to a higher level. We are 
using data analytics and artificial intelligence for better 
sense-making and resource deployment. We have also 
pushed the frontiers of what our ground response officers 
can achieve through real-time information accessibility and 
the incorporation of robotics in new equipment, vehicles 
and other infrastructures.
 
New challenges arise in the form of shifting demographics, 
whereby an ageing population in Singapore, as well as a 
shrinking resident workforce, escalates the demand for 
SCDF Emergency Medical Services (EMS). SCDF has 
developed a new EMS Response Framework to enhance 
our response standards and levels of care to the public. 
Under this new framework, cases are triaged at the SCDF 
995 Operations Centre according to their severity, and 
the most appropriate level of responses are dispatched. 
Furthermore, our Fire and Rescue Specialists are being 
trained to take on dual roles as emergency medical 
technicians and partner our paramedics in bolstering the 
EMS response capabilities of the SCDF.
 

The future success of SCDF will be determined by the 
quality of the officers in the Force. Each year we seek out 
individuals with good leadership prospect and indomitable 
spirit to be part of the Force. The nature of emergencies 
will no doubt be chaotic, uncertain and challenging. Our 
officers are trained to confidently take charge of the 
situation, and make sound decisions in spite of immense 
pressure. It is certainly a heavy responsibility to shoulder, 
but from this comes a deep sense of meaning and 
fulfilment. We also believe that the abilities of our officers 
are dynamic and we are committed to their continued 
training and grooming, be it through further academic 
and professional opportunities or serving in leadership 
positions in the SCDF, the Ministry of Home Affairs and 
even the wider Public Service.
 
A career with SCDF has no parallel in experience and 
fulfilment. Foremost, SCDF is the first organisation in 
Singapore that was awarded the two most prestigious 
Business Excellence awards, the Singapore Quality Award 
with Special Commendation and the Innovation Excellence 
Award, back-to-back. This is a strong testimony of the pride 
and desire of our officers wanting to be the best in our 
profession. Throughout their career, our officers are placed 
in positions where they are able to make an impact in the 
lives of many others. There is pride in knowing that our day 
to day work contributes to a greater cause of keeping our 
loved ones and country safe from harm.
 
If the noble mission and values of SCDF resonate with 
you, we invite you to be part of our family, by applying for 
a scholarship to be a uniformed officer in The Life Saving 
Force. Together, we can build upon the good work that has 
been done, and continue to watch over the lives of over 
five million others.



SAC LING YOUNG ERN
Senior Director, 
International Cooperation &
Partnership Division, 
Ministry of Home Affairs

Master of Science (Fire Protection Engineering)
University of Maryland

Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical Engineering) 
National University of Singapore

Local Merit Scholarship, 1996

My job goes beyond as a frontline responder. The SCDF 
has provided me ample opportunities to pick new skillsets 
such as strategic development and data analytics to 
evaluate and understand trends of past crises in both 
local and international contexts. As a Senior Director in 
the International Cooperation and Partnership Division of 
Ministry Headquarter and Director Operations of SCDF, I 
have driven several policies to ensure our nation is always 
a step ahead of any potential crisis. In line with the Smart 
Nation notion, new technological initiatives for vehicular or 
personal equipment nationwide are constantly introduced 
to cope with the ever-evolving operational landscape.
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COL ANTHONY TOH
Division Commander,

4th SCDF Division

Master of Science 
(Structural and Fire Safety Engineering)

University of Edinburgh

Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical Engineering)
National University of Singapore

Local Merit Scholarship, 2001

There is no room for complacency in SCDF’s life saving mission. A career with the SCDF 
provides me the space and opportunity to grow and develop. I clinched the Best Dissertation 
Award (Trenton Fire Prize) on top of graduating with Distinction for my Masters scholarship from 
the University of Edinburgh. My dissertation involved a computational fluid dynamics study to 
quantify how large a fire on a moving train in a rail tunnel needs to be for a fixed fire detection 
system to identify it as a fire since the smoke is considerably diluted by the movement of air. 
In Singapore’s urbanised and dense landscape, this research deepens my understanding in 
tunnel fire safety and enables me to plan well for emergencies. Beyond postgraduate studies, 
professional developmental opportunities such as a two-year stint as an Assistant Director in 
the Ministry Headquarter to coordinate whole-of-government emergency preparedness have 
made a career with the SCDF thoroughly satisfying and fulfilling.

TRAIN
TO

EXCELLENCE
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SERVING
THE
NATION’S

HIGHEST
OFFICE

LTC JOANNE LEE
Senior Assistant Director, 
Plans & Policy Branch, 
Hazardous Materials Department

Master of Public Administration
Portland State University

Bachelor of Engineering (Chemical Engineering) 
National University of Singapore

Local Merit Scholarship, 2001

A career in the SCDF is fulfilling as it creates memorable 
moments and offers a myriad of opportunities.  As an 
officer in the SCDF, my job does not revolve solely 
around emergency services. Appointed as an Honorary 
Aide-de-Camp, I have been privileged to serve and 
accompany the President at state functions and 
ceremonies. Apart from commanding Tuas Fire Station, 
I have also been posted to the Ministry Headquarter’s 
Joint Operations Group to undertake policy work.
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LTC SHAIFUL HERMAN
Commander, 
Fire Investigation Unit
Operations Department

Senior Assistant Director,
Fire Research Branch,
Fire Safety & Shelter Department

Master of Science (Fire Investigation)
University of Central Lancashire

Bachelor of Science (Chemistry and Management) Imperial 
College London

Singapore Government Scholarship, 2002

Commanding both the Fire Investigation Unit and Fire Research 
Branch, I lead a team of officers in the aftermath of a fire incident, 
to investigate into the causes of fire and surface gaps in fire 
safety measures. This requires scientific understanding of the 
‘what’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ of fire and investigative analysis. My 
academic knowledge comes into play to evaluate, research and 
develop policies to prevent and protect Singapore and its people, 
against a spectrum of life-threatening incidents, ranging from 
fires in high-rise buildings that involve chemical entities, facilities 
containing petrochemicals and even arson protection.
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BOLDNESS
IN

INNOVATION

LTC ZHOU YAN SHENG
Senior Assistant Director, 
Plans & Policy Branch, 
Transformation Future Technology Department

Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical Engineering) 
Nanyang Technological University

Local Merit Scholarship, 2005

Bold innovations like the exoskeleton and the Light Fire Attack Vehicle are proof of the SCDF leveraging cutting-
edge technology to tackle demanding operational needs with limited human resources. I feel assured to know 
that my innovations can safeguard lives and properties of Singapore and shape a better tomorrow for the nation.
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Scan this QR code
for more information



MAJ RAYNER OON
Assistant Director
(Safety & Security), Policy Development Division, 
Ministry of Home Affairs

Master of Engineering (Chemical Engineering)
Imperial College London

Singapore Government Scholarship, 2008

My previous role as a fire station commander of SCDF who specialises 
in Hazardous Materials (HazMat) is vital to the success of Singapore’s 
ability to remain crisis-ready. Singapore stands as a world-leading 
energy and chemical hub and the threat of a HazMat crisis is ever 
present. With our innovative equipment and simulators, SCDF ensures 
that the masked heroes are always operationally ready when called 
upon. The people of Singapore can be assured that the SCDF will 
respond to the HazMat emergencies in a moment’s notice, mitigating 
the source and returning the situation to peacetime swiftly. My 
current portfolio in the Ministry Headquarter entails formulating and 
implementing policies in the areas of safety and security. I work closely 
with my SCDF colleagues to shape and implement the roadmap for 
SCDF’s Emergency Medical Services 2025.

HEROES
DO
WEAR
MASKS
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Scan this QR code
for more information



TOWARDS
GREATER

HEIGHTS

MAJ CHIA SHANG YI
Senior Staff Officer 
Operations Policy & Development, 
Operations Department

Bachelor of Engineering (Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering)
Nanyang Technological University

Local Merit Scholarship, 2008

SCDF is an inclusive organisation and my gender has never been an issue. Equal opportunities are given to all 
and Individual achievements depend solely on your capabilities. SCDF grooms officers at every stage of their 
career. I have been equipped with the competency and confidence to carry out my role as the Commander 
of Marina Bay Fire Station. One such example was my participation in a forum at Norway, where I had the 
opportunity to share and learn from international agencies. These are opportunities to enhance my knowledge 
and expertise on emergency response and hone my leadership skills. Now, I am posted to the Operations 
Department where I formulate policies to enhance SCDF’s operations in emergency response, be it fire and 
rescue or emergency medical services.
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SCHOLARSHIP  TABLE

Scholarship Institution Eligibility Course of Study Value of Award Terms

Singapore 
Merit 

Scholarship

Overseas and
Local Universities

Singapore citizens 
or Permanent 

Residents 
intending to take 

up Singapore 
Citizenship

GCE ‘A’ levels (with 
at least 10 academic 
units). International 

Baccalaureate 
(IB). Polytechnic 

Diploma (with Merit)

Good CCA records

Strong leadership 
qualities

Medical fitness 
(PES A or B)

Should excel in 
Officer Cadet 
School (OCS) Most disciplines

(except Medicine, Dentistry 
and Architecture)

Applicants intending to pursue a 
degree in Law will not be called to the 
Bar while serving in the Home Team

Tuition and other 
approved fees

Maintenance 
allowance

Pre-studies 
allowance

Full salary for the 
duration of study

National Service 
disruption

Return economy 
class airfare 

(for those who 
pursue their 

studies in overseas 
universities)

Sponsorship for 
Master’s Degree 
and exchange 
programmes 

(if requirements are 
met)

6-year bond 
(for English speaking 

countries)

5-year bond 
(for non-English 

speaking countries)

4-year bond 
(Local Universities)

Singapore
Government
Scholarship

Good performance 
in National Service _

SCDF Paramedic 
Scholarship

Renowned Overseas 
Universities

Para-medicine or related 
disciplines in Emergency 
Health or Clinical Practice

Local 
Merit

Scholarship

Local
Universities

Most disciplines
(except Medicine, Dentistry 

and Architecture)
Applicants intending to pursue a 

degree in Law will not be called to the 
Bar while serving in the Home Team

Hostel Allowance

4-year bond

Home Team
Local Study

Award
_
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THE SCDF 
SCHOLARSHIP

FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS

Leadership Journey in SCDF
The SCDF Scholarship is one of the most prestigious scholarships for uniformed appointments. Scholarship 
recipients go through structured postings where they will acquire specialised capabilities and staff and 
command competencies. They will be given developmental opportunities such as overseas study visits, 
training programmes and action-based projects to expand their horizons and acquire a wide range of skills. 
Eligible scholarship recipients will also be emplaced on the Public Service Leadership Programme where 
they will be given opportunities beyond SCDF, to acquire even broader knowledge and capabilities to 
enable them to take on the most senior leadership positions in SCDF.

With an increasing complex landscape fuelled by globalisation and technological developments, SCDF must 
conscientiously renew itself by seeking out the most promising and capable young men and women to 
lead the Life Saving Force. We are looking for committed and passionate individuals who enjoy purposeful 
and meaningful work that would make a difference in the lives of the people. If you possess the same 
indomitable spirit and passion, join us in making a difference in the safety and security of Singapore.

Value of Award
You will be sponsored to pursue your undergraduate studies in a world-renowned university and will be 
given allowances. Return airfares are included. The sponsorship for exchange programme and Master’s 
degree will also be sponsored if requirements are met. 

Eligibility Criteria
You must be a Singapore Citizen or Permanent Resident and possess good CCA records and academic 
results.

Application Details
You can apply now or find more information via the links provided in the SCDF Careers website,  
www.scdf.gov.sg/home/join-us. The Public Service Commission and the Ministry of Home Affairs 
administer the application of scholarships and study award respectively.

What are the course of study I can take with the scholarship?
You can take any discipline as long as it is not Medicine, Dentistry or Architecture.

Can I change the course of study for which I received scholarship for?
You may request for a change of course if there are strong justifications and approved by the Ministry of 
Home Affairs.

Male applicants would be assessed by their medical fitness status assigned during 
their national service. However, what are the medical fitness requirements for 
females?
Female applicants will have their medical fitness assessed through an arranged medical check-up.

Are the promotional prospects for overseas and local scholars different?
There is no difference. Promotions are based on the estimated potential and performance of officers while 
in service.

Will I be exposed to other Public Service agencies other than SCDF?
There are opportunities for secondment to other ministries and statutory boards.



APPLY NOW
For more information on 

the SCDF Scholarship, visit 
www.scdf.gov.sg


